
A few of our banquet and tabletop favorites! 

IMPULSE!® ESSENTIALS 2020



BIARRITZ 
BARWARE

Travel back in time to the Golden Age of Hollywood 
as you toast and sip on your cocktail in one of our 

elegant Biarritz glasses. Featuring a glittering crystal 
beaded jewel, this glassware set is perfect for any 

special event. Add the perfect touch of gold to bring 
glitz and glamour to your evening. Cheers darling!    



MILAZZO
STONEWARE

Subtly rustic yet undeniably simple and chic. As 
elegant as its Italian namesake, Milazzo - our latest 
launch in stoneware - features a matte glaze in two 

colors on fabulous shapes and sizes. Buon Appetito! 



NAPA
ROUND STAND

Complete your banquet set up with our best selling and 
ever-growing line of Napa products. Full of rustic elegance 
as it effortlessly combines mango wood and iron, old and 

new. Add even more farmhouse charm to any modern 
country living. It’s always Napa. 



For a statement of great taste and sleek For a statement of great taste and sleek 
sophistication, perfect your party with our sophistication, perfect your party with our 

Genova footed snack bowl and Puglia Genova footed snack bowl and Puglia 
square tray. Understated and stunning, silver square tray. Understated and stunning, silver 
accents can highlight any snack. In the world accents can highlight any snack. In the world 

of entertaining, there is luxury in steel. of entertaining, there is luxury in steel.  

GENOVA GENOVA 
& PUGLIA & PUGLIA 

SNACK SETSNACK SET 



SIENNA 
COOKWARE

60% lighter than cast iron, our aluminum Sienna 
cookware collection is built to last. Induction ready 

and offered in a variety of colors, prepare a 
delectable meal with efficiency and style. Easy to 

clean, dishwasher safe, stackable and chip resistant! 
Welcome to the lighter side of cooking. 



SOHO
TEA STAND

Slightly rustic, yet mid-century modern chic, these 
iron Soho tea stands set the stage for a fantastic 

event. Pair with our best selling porcelain minis for a 
fresh look that is sure to please any crowd and make 

a statement. It’s an eye catching way to showcase 
savory or sweet one-bite delights! 



FUJIFUJI
DINNERWAREDINNERWARE

Take style hints from the Take style hints from the 
far east as you play with far east as you play with 
patterns to present your patterns to present your 
culinary concoctions. Our culinary concoctions. Our 
colorful ceramic Fuji and colorful ceramic Fuji and 

Sapporo collections Sapporo collections 
feature mesmerizing blue feature mesmerizing blue 
dotted or black striped dotted or black striped 
designs. Don’t be afraid designs. Don’t be afraid 

to mix and match patterns to mix and match patterns 
and colors to make any and colors to make any 

occasion exotic. occasion exotic. 



ZURICH 
BEVERAGE 
DISPENSER

A slim silhouette made of shatter-proof polycarbonate, our 
Zurich Beverage Dispenser sits atop a stunning textured 

stainless steel base. Stainless hardware and lid complete the 
fashion-forward look. Practical and eye catching, this addition 

in 2020 fits just about everywhere. Fill with ice, lemon and 
lime for a colorful look and enjoy.   



SAIGON 
PORCELAIN

We love our collection of Asian inspired bowls for 
their simplicity and modern edge. A perfect depth to 
serve all sorts of snacks and a wide rim to catch any 
drips. Available in four different sizes to meet your 
needs, our pure white porcelain Saigon bowls mix 

and match with any dinnerware collection. 



BOLLO 
SNACK SET
A chef’s best friend. A go-to essential when you want 
to impress the best. Simple shapes in perfectly clear 
glass, our two-piece Bollo snack set provides a clean 
slate for the most creative culinary minds to pull out 

all the tricks. Instagram worth for sure!   



STOCKHOLM 
RISER

Gold and silver accents add stunning touches to any 
decor or table setting. Combine different sizes of 

our stainless steel Stockholm risers for a unique, yet 
functional display. Subtle and not over-bearing, these 

banquet props let your food be the star. 



VENETIAN
MARTINI

Dress to impress! Our Venetian martini glasses are so full 
of colorful personality that we just could not complete 
our review of our most favorite picks without including 

them. Inspired by artisans in Murano, these hand-crafted 
pieces of art feature streams of color inside twisted stems 

that are perfectly weighted and dishwasher safe! 
Mixology magic.    



RIMINI BOWL Whether you are by the beach, in the spa, or poolside, 
our durable melamine Rimini bowls are an essential. An 

innovative multiple purpose bowl, with a lid that doubles 
as a plate, it’s the best bang for your buck! Available in 

a wide variety of colors and in three sizes to meet any of 
your culinary needs for an unbreakable feast. 



MONTEVERDE 
S&P

Our Monteverde Salt & Pepper set makes perfect 
sense. Made of injection-molded plastic, these 

dressed-up basics are chip proof and suitable for the 
busiest of settings. Never confuse which is the salt 

and which is the pepper, and set your table in style! 



GALA BASKET
Whether it’s a breakfast buffet, coffee table or 
bedside console, our Gala basket dresses up 
any room with its glam gold patina covering 

hand-welded wedges of interconnected metal. 
Available in three different shapes, it’s perfect for 

fruit, pastries and just about anything else. 
Gala is good-to go! 



RAVELLORAVELLO
STONEWARESTONEWARE
Never has dinnerware 

been so runway ready. No 
time for fuss, our 

Ravello collection of 
simple shapes combines 

matte exteriors with 
glossy interiors in a 

seriously fabulous hue of 
gray that is the perfect 
backdrop for any food 
choice. Enough with 

farm-to-table rustics, let’s 
dress it up and serve in 

style. 



LYON METALS
Whether you use it as a presentation piece or to serve 
individual portions for an event, the Lyon collection of 
mini metals is sure to delight. Our copper and stainless 

steel minis feature ergonomic handles and are petite, yet 
incredible useful. Check out our other mini collections, 

ranging from vintage to modern chic styles, for the finest 
culinary experience.  



A color for any decor - take your pick! Faceted edges of 
our simple yet oh-so-impressive Sunset Votives provide 
the perfect amount of shimmer and shine. We love the 
reflective touches of color that emanate with a simple 
tealight radiating from inside. Sometimes the smaller 

touches seal the deal.    

SUNSET VOTIVE



The subtle texture on every Tuscan Tumbler adds the The subtle texture on every Tuscan Tumbler adds the 
perfect amount of character without being over-bearing. perfect amount of character without being over-bearing. 
Perfectly sized for any cocktail, dishwasher safe, and full Perfectly sized for any cocktail, dishwasher safe, and full 

of personality! This is one of our favorite picks in all of our of personality! This is one of our favorite picks in all of our 
glassware. Sip and smile! glassware. Sip and smile!       

TUSCAN 
BARWARE
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